DROUGHT TOLERANCE OF SOME EGGPLANT ACCESSIONS (*Solanum spp.*)
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ABSTRACT

Eggplant is one of the commodities that started to be favouritely consumed and had economics value. There were many factors that affect the growth and development process of plant. One of those many factors are the environment condition such as drought. This research aims to know the tolerance level of eggplant accessions to drought. Plants grew in two comparative conditions, normal and drought. Drought is given by using interval water application about every 7 days. Observations were carried out to growth and yield components and continue measuring the stress effect using drought sensitivity index. The results show that plants develop an adaptation mechanism to drought by reducing its growth and yield components to survive. The result of further test and drought sensitivity index show that half of accessions have good tolerance to drought. Accessions that had good tolerance to drought were SLTE 2, SLTE 3, SLTE 5, SLTE 6, SLTE 8, SLTE 13, SLTE 15, SLTE 18, SLTE 42, and SLTE 44.
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INTRODUCTION

Eggplants is one of the commodities that started to be favouritely consumed and had economics value too. There were many factors that affect the growth and development process of plant. One of that many factors are the environment condition. Eggplants are one of the plant species that sensitive to environment condition that could affect its productivity, quality, and post-harvest (Sekara et al, 2012). One of many environment condition that mostly important was drought. Drought stress weather temporary or permanent, affect the growth and productivity more than other environment factors (Zhang, 1997). The problem of drought can be solved by 2 ways, change the environment so that drought could be minimized or develop tolerant variety (Soemartono, 1995). Developing tolerant genotypes became a good choice because it had long term goal. Earliest procedure in the developing tolerant genotypes to drought was by making evaluation the existing accessions to drought (Arsa et al, 1997). Evaluation can be done by applying drought stress to accessions to know their tolerant levels (Rosawanti, 2015).
MATERIAL AND METHODS

The research was done at Agrotechnology Innovation Centre of Universitas Gadjah Mada (AIC-UGM) in Kalitirto, Berbah, Sleman, Yogyakarta. Research materials consist of 20 eggplant accessions as first factor which was collection of AIC-UGM. Accessions were splitted into 2 groups i.e. drought stress application through watering every 7 days and control. Drought stress application was considered as mainplot, whereas accessions were as subplot. Treatments were arranged in Completely Randomized Design with 10 replications. Plants were planted with row system and every row contains 10 plants of each eggplant accessions. Observation were done on its vegetative and generative components. Vegetative components include root length, root fresh weight, root dry weight, plant height, number of leafs, leafs size, leaf fresh weight, leaf dry weight, stem fresh weight, stem dry weight, leaf specific size, and shoot/root ratio while generative components were day of flowering, fruit weight, fruit length, fruit diameter, and number of fruit. The result would be used to know the drought sensitivity index with formula from Fischer and Maurer (1978) in Sumartini et al. (2013):

\[
S = 1 - \frac{Y_d}{Y_p} \frac{1}{D}
\]

Yd = data on drought stress
Yp = data on an optimal condition
D = 1 - \frac{\text{average } Y_d \text{ result on all accessions}}{\text{average } Y_p \text{ result on all accessions}}

1. \(S < 0.50\) = Tolerant to drought (T)
2. \(0.50 < S < 1.00\) = relatively tolerant to drought (RT)
3. \(S \geq 1.00\) = relatively sensitive to drought (RS)

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Generally, eggplant accessions that used in the research showed adaptation to drought stress by making change to its morphology and physiology on its component weather vegetative or generative components. Plant that exposed to drought stress would reduce its components compared to normal condition. On vegetative components, every accessions had its own excellence on the adaption mechanism to drought. Plant height, root length, root dry weight, leaf size, specific leaf size of most accessions showed some reduction compared to control. On root fresh weight, SLTE 3 accessions gave the best response. On leaf number, accessions SLTE 42 and SLTE 46 gave best response. On leaf fresh weight, accessions SLTE 2 and SLTE 13 gave best response. On leaf dry weight, accession SLTE 2 gave best response. On stem fresh and dry weight, accession SLTE 2 gave best response. On stem-root ratio, accessions SLTE 4, SLTE 46, and SLTE 74 gave best response. Generally, SLTE 2 accession had the best adaptation to drought on vegetative component.

On generative component, there were some accessions that did not tolerate to drought on generative phase which shown by no fruit form. On the day of flowering, accession SLTE 25 and SLTE 47 gave the best response. On fruit weight, accession SLTE 15 gave the best response. On fruit length, accessions SLTE 15, SLTE 42, and SLTE 44 gave the best response. On fruit diameter, accession SLTE 15 gave the best response. On fruit number, accession SLTE 3 and SLTE 15 gave the best response. Generally, accession SLTE 15 gave the best response on the generative components. From these result, drought sensitivity index would be used to determine the tolerant level of eggplants accessions.

The result showed that there were variations on the tolerant level of accessions to drought stress. Accessions that had good tolerant level is classified as tolerant (T) with the amount index result below 0.5. Accessions that had moderate resistance level classified as relatively tolerant (RS) with the amount of index result between 0.5 to 1. Accessions that had sensitive level is classified as sensitive (S) with the amount of index result higher than 1.

According to sensitivity index value of any variable, it could be seen the general tolerant level of the accessions. There was 1 accession that included to Tolerant (T) category which was SLTE 44. There were 9 accessions that included to relatively tolerant (RT) category which were SLTE 1, SLTE 2, SLTE 3, SLTE 5, SLTE 8, SLTE 13, SLTE 15, SLTE 18, and SLTE 42. Last, there were 10 accessions that included to sensitive (S) category which were SLTE 4, SLTE 6, SLTE 7, SLTE 9, SLTE 25, SLTE 28, SLTE 45, SLTE 46, SLTE 47, and SLTE 74. The result of sensitivity index showed that half of the accessions had good enough tolerant level to drought stress.
CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that eggplant accessions had an adaptation mechanism to drought by reducing its growth and development, accessions that had good tolerant level show a smaller reduction comparing to control, and based on drought sensitivity index, SLTE 2, SLTE 5, SLTE 15, SLTE 18, and SLTE 44 show good tolerant level.
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